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ingredients needed:

recipe #90

Recipes

3–ea 11-1047
11" White Printed
Qualatex®

1–ea 8202-36
33" Foil Balloon 

01541
OASIS®. UGlu™
Adhesive Dashes

HF118
ULTRA HI-FLOAT®

equipment:

831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

BR74HG
Dual Foil +
Latex Regulator

8360Z
Air Inflator

HI795
Qualatex®

Hand Air Inflator

3–ea Q-350-24
Yellow 350Q 
2–ea Q-260-24
Yellow 260Q 

B31626
Curling Ribbon
–Black

2–ea W21
Heavy Weights™
Balloon Weight

1–ea 46740-19
14" Air-filled Foil

14–ea Q-05-41
5" Onyx Black
Qualatex®

Moustache Stick Man



directions:

recipe #90

Moustache Stick ManRecipes
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Using the Z60 air inflator, air-fill one yellow 350Q to desired 
length of leg and tie directly to a Heavy Weights™ balloon 
weight. Repeat this step for the second leg. Tie a knot in the 
other end of the balloon legs. Tie the legs together. Cut off 
any excess latex. Air-fill another yellow 350Q to desired 
height of body and tie directly to the center of the legs.
Tie the other end in a knot.

Helium-fill the 33" Smiley foil. Tie the stem of the foil to the 
yellow 350Q body. Once securely tied, cut off excess latex from 
the 350Q. Tape the stem of the pre-inflated 14" moustache foil 
back onto itself. Apply three OASIS® UGlu™ adhesive dashes 
to the back of the 14" moustache and press onto the Smiley foil.

Air-fill two 5" black latex balloons and tie the necks together 
to form a duplet. Air-fill another duplet and twist the two sets
together to form a four-balloon cluster. Repeat to make a total
of three clusters. Air-fill two 5" black latex balloons to 3" for 
the hands, set aside. Wrap a cluster directly above the weight 
on each leg. Wrap a cluster between the 33" Smiley foil and 
the 350Q body. 

Using the Z60 air inflator, air-fill one yellow 260Q to desired 
arm length. Tie directly to the 3" black latex hands. Knot the 
other end of the balloon. Repeat to make a second arm and 
hand. Tie the two arms together. Slide the arms into the black
cluster around the neck and lock into place.

Apply ULTRA HI-FLOAT® to three 11" white printed latex 
balloons. Helium inflate these and tie with black curling 
ribbon. Make a bouquet and tie to one arm.


